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A long time ago in a galaxy far far away...

Aliens Wars!

There was an alien race called the gliip-glops. There is a gliip-glop named Gordo, whose dream was to fight for his fellow aliens. Every alien rode dancing Dinos. There are many kinds of Dinos, but the main ones are red, blue, green, orange, and a mythical rare purple, which none of the aliens believed existed. Gordo's Dino was a red one named Gino. Gino and Gordo met when they were babies shot down in the same baby star. They have been friends ever since. Gino and Gordo's parents had been best friends and lived beside each other for many sanos.
A few Sanos later, Gordo and Gino were 19 Sanos old and lived together in a small jungle homestead. Just beside their home, in a neighboring village, some purple Dino eggs were found. No one believed it until the government said it was true. And then the galaxy started getting greedy and began fighting over these rare Dino eggs. A mysterious force called the Niza had come out of nowhere and a war had begun. Eventually, a purple Dino family was found.

Luckily for them, it wasn't the Niza that found them first.

The purple Dino family was just eating breakfast one morning and heard, "BAM, BAM, BAM!" Then they heard "FBIS, OPEN UP."

Side note, FBIS stands for Federal Bureau of Intergalactic Species.
Then the door exploded open and the alien FBIS came and detained them. They took them to a secret safety holding chamber.

The FBIS said, "we came to save you from the Niza aliens" The Dinosaurs said, "thank you."

In the neighboring village, both Gordo and Gino had heard of the FBIS discovery and decided to join the cause. They knew this was their calling. The war was getting increasingly dangerous, so they decided to join the army. Off to boot camp they went.

After a quarter of a sano, they finished and was immediately shipped out onto the front lines.

The Niza aliens were more advanced with their weapons and UFOs. All Dino had stopped dancing for the war; they were all weaponized. Every Dino had a laser cannon on its head, two laser blasters on the side and they wore their flag to support their country. The Niza had the advantage at the start, but the glip-glop and Dino alliance had eventually taken the upper hand. They may not have had the most advanced weapons, but they were definitely more confident.
About two Sanos later, the war started to die down. Gino and Gordo were war heroes for many valiant battles. They spent the greater part of the last two sanos defending purple Dino and their eggs from tyranny.

Overall, the glip-glop had a big advantage; they were going to win. At least that is what everyone thought, but secretly the Niza aliens had been planning an attack. They had tons of bomber UFOs and were going to plant a spy to reveal key targets, but the glip-glop found out about their plan and squashed the enemy's last hope.

Afterwards, Gino and Gordo were in charge of the interrogation. They asked the spy why he was there, but he would not answer them. So, they fed him to the crazy bigfoot Dino that they had captured in battle. This is the way of the glip-glop, and they knew they had the Niza beaten.
Two months later, they had won the war, and Gino and Gordo were watching the alien news from the safety of their homestead. They were about to turn off the news and go to bed when they got a call from their army commander. He said, "You got to get over here; the Niza have returned." Gordo and Gino rushed to the base, but it was too late. Everything was destroyed.

Then, through a secret encoded message sent out to all alien and Dino kind, the commander of the glip-glop forces announced, "They dare attack us. We will get them back. Go!!!" The war was not yet over.
TO BE CONTINUED...